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YOUR STYLE IS A MIX TAPE.LET'S FIND YOUR TRACK
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Creativity is a journey. And your artistic style is your 
favorite mix tape. Tune in by reading up on your 
quiz results! You'll likely relate to more than one 

profile in this guide. And that's a beautiful thing.
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on your way 

to Mastery

Aesthetics are key. And your work brings a soothing 
quality to the world through proven color palettes as 

well as tried-and-true techniques.

classic color choices
balance & rhythm
a pleasing finish
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Describing your work is key to honing in on your style. 
Below you'll find a few words to select from. Choose the 
ones you'd like to be said of you. This is how others may 
describe your art someday!

tailored touch
Your inspiration takes off by observing the beauty all 
around us, and soaking in great art! You love the 
themes of your surroundings--from everyday life to 
the wonder of nature, you see art as an echo of the 
splendor before us. Their rhythmic arrangement brings 
even more to love because order helps the mind calm.

finding your words

what sets you off

> creatively

Select 2-3 features

that you would love to 

highlight in your artwork 

> and be said of it

High Contrast - a bit of drama goes a long way to 

set the mood

Defined Forms - from floral folds to round eyes, 

the subject reads clearly

Balance & Harmony - artwork is cohesive and 

flowing with nothing disjointed

Jewel-tones - strong colors that are classic, true, 

and easy to love

Rich Detail - the artwork can be appreciated even 

up close

Strong Composition - the viewer's eyes move 

strategically around a piece
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create depth in

Watercolor by layering

Defined Color Schemes 

with rich neutrals

skillfully swift 

Intermittent Values

tailored touch
Growing in skill is always at the forefront of your mind. 
You observe great works patiently. You take what's best 
from them intuitively. You seek to represent your 
objects well and make them shine! These skills take 
time to develop, but you're willing to put in the work 
and watch them roll out. Quality and craftsmanship 
takes time, and it shows.

how to grow

> in your craft

suggested lessons from the 

A-Z Watercolor Techniques Collection

A full curriculum to develop your watercolor skills 
awaits you in Watercolor Bold. We're now rolling out 
26 style explorations! Yep, one letter at a time.

Your keen eye for the aesthetic--knowing what looks 
good--could mean your artwork would grace products 
well! Beauty, rhythm, and a pleasing finish are all 
highly needed in the realm of Decorative Arts. This 
industry includes the items around your home, textile 
arts and generally the things that make life pretty.

if nurtured, 

Where Your 

Work Could Go

Exploring 
Style from A to Z

7 days free offer

https://bit.ly/WBmember
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tweaking the norm to style

Your work brings a soothing quality to the world by 
bringing us back to the beautiful, with an 

uplifting perspective.

punchy color choices
harmonic design
a pleasing finish
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Describing your work is key to honing in on your style. 
Below you'll find a few words to select from. Choose the 
ones you'd like to be said of you. This is how others may 
describe your art someday!

beautifully bright
When everyone is busy following the steps, you like to 
add a little move of your own. You truly are after your 
very own style. You want to find what's within you, 
push a few boundaries, but keeping it all pretty 
palatable. Sometimes you're not sure it's all that unique 
or a great idea, but you're having too much fun to 
worry much.

finding your words

what sets you off

> creatively

Select 2-3 features

that you would love to 

highlight in your artwork 

> and be said of it

Balance & Harmony - the artwork is cohesive and 

flowing with nothing disjointed

Strong Composition - the viewer's eyes move 

strategically around a piece

Color Selection - novel and clever uses of color

Brush Handling - the particular ways an artist 

handles their brush to create effects

Visual Tension - the contrast of colors, subjects, or 

composition to draw intrigue

Shape - forms are stylized or simplified to create 

an aesthetic or message
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master diverse 

Metallic Mediums

use the power of Forms

with Jots and Dots

use bold color as 

Value Replacements

You absolutely want to improve your craft. It's in the 
learning that you discover new twists on taste to bring 
to the table! But basic techniques and exercises make 
you glaze over a bit. You're after creativity, but know 
there's room to grow. Find lessons that turn up the fun 
with a healthy dose of skill to finesse it just right!

how to grow

> in your craft

suggested lessons from the 

A-Z Watercolor Techniques Collection

A full lineup of watercolor sketchbook exercises await 
you in Watercolor Bold. We're now rolling out 26 
style explorations! Yep, one letter at a time.

You combine beauty and a quiet message: enjoy the 
good things. This makes you a great candidate for 
Commercial & Lifestyle Illustration work. Many 
companies are striving to communicate the same feel- 
good vibes that your art encapsulates. This industry 
includes advertising art, food illustration, surface 
design, and some fashion & editorial illustration.

if nurtured, 

Where Your 

Work Could Go

Exploring 
Style from A to Z

beautifully bright

7 days free offer

https://bit.ly/WBmember
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pushing boundaries 

to discovery

You're a trendsetter with some throwback. You 
interpret the current looks of the time with a nod to 
those who've inspired you from the past. You walk a 
delicate tightrope between an all-new-you and the 

tried-and-true.

on-point color choices
rhythmic design

retro flair
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Describing your work is key to honing in on your style. 
Below you'll find a few words to select from. Choose the 
ones you'd like to be said of you. This is how others may 
describe your art someday!

current flair
You're not trying to be a rebel. You just are one! It's all 
in the name of finding your true self--which quite 
frankly is something only you can do for yourself. 
While others are busy following directions and trying 
to ear the praise of the crowd, you're pushing 
boundaries in your artwork. All roads lead back to you. 
And it's well worth the risk.

finding your words

what sets you off

> creatively

Select 2-3 features

that you would love to 

highlight in your artwork 

> and be said of it

Art Theory - a deep understanding of what's 

behind the brushstrokes on the page

Balance & Harmony - the artwork is cohesive 

and flowing with nothing disjointed

Rich Detail - the artwork can be appreciated 

even up close

Playful Aesthetic - a lighthearted appeal can 

deliver an important truth

Strong Composition - the viewer's eyes move 

strategically around a piece

Rhythm & Repetition - visual congruencies 

and patterns
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harmonize a variety

of new mediums

the mystery and power

of finding flow

groove and sooth

with gradients

As you grow, you'll grow deeper and more nestled into 
your own skin--your taste, your dreams, the things that 
matter to you most. The areas you'll want to pursue will 
be those that call for introspection, experimentation, 
and a twist on the basics. You'll want to learn how to tap 
into your inner voice and then wildly chase something 
new and necessary.

how to grow

> in your craft

suggested lessons from the 

A-Z Watercolor Techniques Collection

A full lineup of watercolor sketchbook exercises await 
you in Watercolor Bold. We're now rolling out 26 style 
explorations! Yep, one letter at a time.

You sprinkle an air of rich delight with your art. This 
makes you a great candidate for Commercial & 
Lifestyle Illustration work. Many companies are 
striving to communicate the same feel-good vibes that 
your art encapsulates. This industry includes 
advertising art, food illustration, surface design, and 
some fashion & editorial illustration.

if nurtured, 

Where Your 

Work Could Go

Exploring 
Style from A to Z

current flair

7 days free offer

https://bit.ly/WBmember
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helping us feel through art

Art is uncovered. And yet it's all around us. You seek 
to expose the natural beauty of the world around you 
while combining your own notes of calm from your 

inner world.

placid color choices
harmonious design

playful touches
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Describing your work is key to honing in on your style. 
Below you'll find a few words to select from. Choose the 
ones you'd like to be said of you. This is how others may 
describe your art someday!

You're a romantic at heart... though you may be too 
practical for words as flowery as that! Your art reminds 
us that there is goodness in the simple, and that it can 
be quite powerful, too! You welcome us into this 
elegant reality that often includes notes of playful 
whimsey. You seek opportunities to explore, push, fill, 
and create by way of intuition.

finding your words

what sets you off

> creatively

Select 2-3 features

that you would love to 

highlight in your artwork 

> and be said of it

High Contrast - a bit of drama goes a long 

way to set the mood

Balance & Harmony - the artwork is cohesive 

and flowing with nothing disjointed

Texture - true or implied feeling of touch 

within art

Rich Detail - the artwork can be appreciated 

even up close

Strong Composition - the viewer's eyes move 

strategically around a piece

Rhythm & Repetition - visual congruencies 

and patterns

subtly soothing
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maximize texture 

with New Mediums

intuitively paint

Non-Objectives

in two ways

how to Kick

Intimidation to the curb

The better you become in your craft, the better you'll 
be able to address the needs of your work. Keep the 
instruction coming, but keep it real and laid back, 
please. Lessons that drive you to find your own answers 
while addressing true techniques will push your work to 
the max! 

how to grow

> in your craft

suggested lessons from the 

A-Z Watercolor Techniques Collection

A full lineup of guided watercolor sketchbook activities 
await you in Watercolor Bold. We're now rolling out 
26 style explorations! Yep, one letter at a time.

Your work could easily lend itself to the many facets of 
Decorative Arts. These designs are used in textiles and 
fabric, home decor, wall art, and surface designs. 
Consider how your art might look on such products 
and surfaces! 

if nurtured, 

Where Your 

Work Could Go

Exploring 
Style from A to Z

7 days free offer

https://bit.ly/WBmember

subtly soothing
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strong and 

communicative art

Art communicates. That is its highest calling. 
You love to give "pretty" and "good" a pretty 

good purpose.

strategic color choices
bold design

clear message
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Describing your work is key to honing in on your style. 
Below you'll find a few words to select from. Choose the 
ones you'd like to be said of you. This is how others may 
describe your art someday!

statement strong
While everyone is busy making art others will like, you 
are making art that you'll be proud of. You truly are 
after your very own style. But you don't mind 
borrowing from the past--it's been tested and true, and 
you love to honor it. Folk art, poster art, street art, even 
traditional ways all find their way in speaking truth. 
You honor the past in this way and layer on your own 
feelings and thoughts through the power of art. Every 
feature is a tool. And you know how to use them 
powerfully.

finding your words

what sets you off

> creatively

Select 2-3 features

that you would love to 

highlight in your artwork 

> and be said of it

Strong Composition - the viewer's eyes move 

strategically 

Color Selection - strategic and clever uses of color

Contrast - get the viewer's attention by using dark 

and light

Visual Tension - the contrast of colors, subjects, or 

composition to draw intrigue

Shape - forms are stylized or simplified to create 

an aesthetic or message
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Work on Lettering

with Metallics

Selective Colors 

for Your Collection

Guide Eyes with 

Curve Composition

You absolutely want to improve in your craft. After all, 
it's the visual vehicle for you to communicate! The 
world needs to see your work and hear your message. 
Let's get you stronger at both!

how to grow

> in your craft

suggested lessons from the 

A-Z Watercolor Techniques Collection

A full lineup of watercolor sketchbook exercises await 
you in Watercolor Bold. We're now rolling out 26 style 
explorations! Yep, one letter at a time.

Your knack for speaking through art makes it a great 
candidate for much commercial work. Think Editorial, 
Poster, Advertising or Book Publishing. You have a gift 
for illustrating complex ideas and a passion to get you 
there. 

if nurtured, 

Where Your 

Work Could Go

Exploring 
Style from A to Z

7 days free offer

https://bit.ly/WBmember

statement strong
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fun is the vehicle for more

It better be fun and it better be pretty. But there's a 
story under the hood. Why stop at beauty when you 

can inspire? Your imagination is a beautiful thing. 
And so is your joy in creating it!

punchy color choices
narrative composition

playful vibe
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Describing your work is key to honing in on your style. 
Below you'll find a few words to select from. Choose the 
ones you'd like to be said of you. This is how others may 
describe your art someday!

playfully telling
You know that creativity requires a fun chase. You 
chase color, you seek story, and you pursue anything 
that strikes your whimsy. You look at ordinary things 
and they speak to you. You figure that with a little twist, 
with a little love, they could do the same for others! 
While you might sometimes wonder if you have your 
very own style, you're compulsively onto the next 
piece. Keep making that magic. You might be surprised 
to find it's impacting many. Focus on the message.

finding your words

what sets you off

> creatively

Select 2-3 features

that you would love to 

highlight in your artwork 

> and be said of it

Balance & Harmony - the artwork is cohesive and 

flowing with nothing disjointed

Strong Composition - the viewer's eyes move 

strategically around a piece

Color Selection - novel and clever uses of color

Brush Handling - the particular ways an artist handles 

their brush to create effects

Visual Tension - the contrast of colors, subjects, or 

composition to draw intrigue

Shape - forms are stylized or simplified to create an 

aesthetic or message
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cure your color love

with saturation

create narrative

composition

combine illustrative

mediums

You absolutely want to improve your craft. It's in the 
learning that you discover new twists on taste to bring 
to the table! But basic techniques and exercises make 
you glaze over a bit. You're after creativity, but know 
there's room to grow. Find lessons that turn up the fun 
with a healthy dose of skill to finesse it just right!

how to grow

> in your craft

suggested lessons from the 

A-Z Watercolor Techniques Collection

A full lineup of watercolor sketchbook exercises await 
you in Watercolor Bold. We're now rolling out 26 style 
explorations! Yep, one letter at a time.

Have you dreamed of seeing your work on products or 
in books? Your whimsical take could take your art to the 
arena of Children's Books because you consider 
composition and storytelling. But if you'd rather keep it 
simple and light, Commercial & Lifestyle Illustration 
work would be amazing. This industry includes 
advertising art, food illustration, surface design, and 
some fashion & editorial illustration.

if nurtured, 

Where Your 

Work Could Go

Exploring 
Style from A to Z

playfully telling

7 days free offer

https://bit.ly/WBmember
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guided sketchbook practice 

alongside other creatives

guided sketchbook practice

alongside fellow artists

hi!
i'm

 amarilys

Lisa shows off 4 books filled 
with art explorations! Her 
other hand holds 1 book she 
worked on her own over the 
same amount of time.

uncover the bold 
artist within you.

Hey there! My hope is that you found 
these insights juicy and revealing. 
Digging into our authentic voice is 
never time wasted. But we're just 

getting started! It takes perseverance 
and a lot of grace to instill a rewarding 

creative practice. 
You don't have to go it alone. 

ABSTRACTED

BOTANICAL

COLLAGE

DREAMY

EXPRESSIVE

FASHION

GRAPHIC

HYPERCOLOR

INKY

JUXTAPOSITION

KITSCHY

LIGHT & AIRY

MOSAIC

NON-OBJECTIVE

ORNATE

POP

QUIET SCENES

RETRO

SEVENTIES NOUVEAU

TYPOGRAPHICAL

URBAN SKETCH

VINTAGE

WHIMSICAL

XO PATTERN

YOUNG NOVICE

ZESTY

fill sketchbooks. find your style. try bold free for 7 days!

Konny wrestled with mom 
guilt while feeling creatively 
stale before Bold. "I just felt 
tapped out. The lessons make 
me just take off! I appreciate 
how you encourage us to do it 
our way. And it has actually 
helped me to be a better mom."

https://bit.ly/WBmember


